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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic was a catalyst that spurred the rapid adoption of telemedicine. Although the technology has been available for generations it is only since the pandemic, has the use of telemedicine become mainstream. The demand for telemedicine was primarily driven by government-imposed mobility restrictions, but even as those restrictions begin to lax there remains a clear patient driven demand for telemedicine services. Patients, providers, and even payers have had the opportunity to experience telemedicine on a grand scale and have come to appreciate the convenience and potential high-quality care that telemedicine offers. In the post-COVID telemedicine reality, providers will need to consider the experience that they are providing their patients in this virtual format. The patient experience is a critical component of measuring the quality of a patient’s care. Examining the factors influencing the evolution of telemedicine services and how best to cater to patients’ perception of their care is of great public health significance, as it impacts both a provider’s clinical and financial outcomes.
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1.0 Introduction

The use of telecommunication technology in medicine has a long and varied history. It was first noted as a strategy for increasing patient volumes and reducing unnecessary physician office visits in an 1879 article in the Lancet (Board on Health Care Services, 2012). Since then both the technology and the concept of remote medical care have evolved. The current term, *Telemedicine*, was first coined in the 1970s by Thomas Bird, from the Latin term telemedicus, meaning healing from a distance (Strehle & Shabde, 2006). The contemporary interpretation of telemedicine, as described by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services defines telehealth as “the use of electronic information and telecommunications technologies to support and promote long-distance clinical health care, patient and professional health-related education, public health and health administration” (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2022). This is a broad definition of telemedicine. A definition that is more concise and specifically focused on patient interactions is the European Commission's definition of telemedicine which is the “rapid access to shared and remote medical expertise employing telecommunication and information technologies, no matter where the patient or relevant information is located,” (Strehle & Shabde, 2006). This definition of telemedicine introduces two complementary strategies for patient care; they live technique, which allows a health professional direct video contact with a patient, and the recorded technique, where information, such as an image, may be stored and transmitted for review by a healthcare professional in a remote location. Both techniques represent the modern industry’s capacity to provide care from a distance.
Prior to the emergence of the SARS-CoV-2, more commonly known as coronavirus disease – 19 (COVID-19), the utilization of telemedicine was minimal across all care settings. Between 2012 and 2019, telemedicine visits only accounted for seven out of one thousand patient interactions in urban areas and eleven out of one thousand interactions in rural areas (Chu & et al, 2021). The COVID-19 pandemic forced the healthcare delivery industry to transform how they
provide care and rapidly increase the utilization of telemedicine services (Weigel & et al, Opportunities and Barriers for Telemedicine in the U.S. During the COVID-19 Emergency and Beyond, 2020). The demand for telemedicine was primarily driven by government-imposed mobility restrictions, even as those restrictions begin to lax there is a predicted 250% increase in the demand for telemedicine services even after the COVID-19 pandemic ends as compared to pre-COVID-19 patient demand (Busso, Gonzalez, & Scartascini, 2021). The primary driver for the demand for telemedicine services and a key reason for its inevitable adoption is the convenience and speed of care that it can provide. One study found that 57% of the current patient demand for telemedicine services stems from convenience, 47% from the ability to receive care quickly and only 36% of the patients surveyed sought out telemedicine services out of a desire for safety from the COVID-19 (J.D. Power, 2021).

This now widely adopted method of care delivery and its sudden imposition on the industry has forced hospitals to reimagine the patient care continuum and the overall experience provided. The industry will have to learn what practices lead to the best patient experiences to innovate in this newly emerging patient care setting. Patient experience fits into the overall healthcare picture more today than it ever has. As population health management, accountable care, and healthcare reform mature, the efficacy of those efforts depend more on how well providers can integrate the design of patient experience and empowerment into the expanding care continuum (Luxford & et al, 2014).
2.0 The Value of the Patient Experience

In the late 1980s, the concept of valuing the patient's experience and their perception of care became instrumental in predicting the success of a hospital or care provider. It is important to differentiate between patient experience and patient satisfaction. “In brief, patient experience is associated with a patient's perception of care, while patient satisfaction is about the patient's expectations for care,” (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2021). The integration of the patient experience into reimbursement models primarily began with the introduction of the Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS) health plan survey which has measured the experience of Medicare beneficiaries since 1998. A sample of the survey is found in Figure 2. These scores are publicly available and influence a hospital’s patient population decision-making when choosing both a provider and a hospital for their treatment. The integration of patient experience in reimbursement structures can also be seen in private insurers such as the popular Blue Cross Blue Shield. Private insurers are starting to explore options for “incorporating patient experience scores into provider pay-for-performance incentives,” (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2021). These forces all contribute to the growing imperative for hospitals and systems to provide an enhanced patient care experience and manage the patient's care through all their interactions with their organization.
The patient’s perception of care is influenced by a variety of factors in their environment across the patient care continuum. In the modern healthcare environment, the patient experience, their perception of care, has become closely tied to reimbursement, (Kash & McKahan, 2017) and ultimately both clinical and business outcomes. How patients feel about their virtual care
encounters will have a significant impact on everything from patient outcomes to compensation, even beyond the COVID-19 pandemic (Cogan, 2021). Managing and understanding the patient experience in a variety of clinical contexts is imperative to both a hospital’s clinical and economic success.

2.1 The Clinical & Business Case for Valuing the Patient Experience

Valuing the patient experience is inherently worthwhile to patients and their families, which is important, in its own right. For the healthcare institutions there are also positive economic and clinical outcomes that are associated with positive patient experiences. Improved patient experience scores have been shown to result in consistently higher levels of patient loyalty. “Improving the patient experience can help a hospital improve its financial performance by strengthening customer loyalty, building reputation and brand, and boosting utilization of hospital services through increased referrals to family and friends,” (Deloitte Center for Health Solutions, 2016). In addition to increasing patient capture, patient experience is also a major predictor of a hospital’s staying power. “Patients with the lowest quality relationships with their providers were found to be 3 times more likely to leave the practice,” (Safran, Montgomery, Chang, Murphy, & Rogers, 2001). Hospitals that prioritize the patient experience are also seen to have improved employee engagement, retention, and satisfaction, reducing turnover and staff burnout (Rave & et al, 2003). Overall, there is a correlation between high patient experience ratings and the financial well-being of a hospital, for every five-point increase in a hospital’s patient experience rating, there is also an associated 1% increase in profit margin (Buhlman & Lee, 2019).
Patient experience is also positively associated with increased clinical effectiveness and patient safety (Doyle & et al, 2012) resulting from a marked increase in patient engagement (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2021). Increased patient engagement builds a mutually beneficial relationship between the provider and the patient. Having increased patient engagement results in better adherence to care plans and fewer readmissions (Doyle & et al, 2012). Patients also feel more comfortable providing further details of their health barriers when the provider and hospital cater to their human experience (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2021). This increased openness and dialogue allows providers to better adapt their care plans to the patient and to even address health barriers outside of typical pharmaceutical interventions. Organizations that have strategically adopted patient experience-focused care
models have been able to move away from episodic care approaches to an extended care continuum (Luxford & et al, 2014). This drastically improves patients’ health outcomes and long-term wellness.

### 2.2 Government Support of Telemedicine: Pre and Post Pandemic

Historically, CMS and government policies have generally ignored or limited telemedicine services. This has, in earlier years, stunted the growth of telemedicine services in care delivery and set a negative precedent for commercial payers. The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic forced government policies to shift and support telemedicine. After more than two years of the pandemic, the value of telemedicine services is now being recognized by the government. This has led to incentivization programs to support this new priority in the industry.

To encourage widespread adoption and hospitals to make the necessary investments, the federal government has drastically loosened the restrictions on telemedicine in the Medicare program. Before COVID-19 there were very few CMS codes and guidance for hospitals to use in their billing. For the most part telemedicine services largely went unreimbursed. “Before March 2020, Medicare paid for telemedicine services under limited circumstances, with these services variously restricted to rural or health professional shortage areas, established patients, or certain types of health care providers. In response to the COVID-19 public health emergency (PHE), telemedicine services have been expanded via emergency waiver authority, through rulemaking, and through Congressional action to increase access to care,” (Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2021). Although these laxer regulations and policies were an emergency reaction to the pandemic, there is an expectation that CMS will support the expanded use of telemedicine. Exactly
what forms that support will take remains unclear. If the U.S. does sustain this expanded use of telemedicine after the state of emergency ends, the industry will have to consider to what extent low-income patients and patients with limited experience with or access to technology will be able to access these services (Weigel & et al, Opportunities and Barriers for Telemedicine in the U.S. During the COVID-19 Emergency and Beyond, 2020). There will be limitations and some additional regulations, but the value to patients is anticipated to encourage CMS to continue to support telemedicine and drive its adoption and innovation in the industry (Weiner, 2021).

“On a state level, many state governments have focused on expanding telehealth in their Medicaid programs, as well relaxing state-level restrictions around provider licensing, online prescribing and written consent,” (Weigel & et al, Opportunities and Barriers for Telemedicine in the U.S. During the COVID-19 Emergency and Beyond, 2020). These relaxed laws have allowed providers to reduce costs and dramatically increase their access. Most states have also mandated private insurers to reimburse telemedicine services equally to in-person care for the same service. This lack payment parity was a large reason for the limited expansion of telemedicine pre-pandemic and is now vital to the success of its continued expansion. Even beyond federal and state regulations, “many commercial insurers have voluntarily addressed telemedicine in their response to COVID-19, focusing on reducing or eliminating cost-sharing, broadening the coverage of telemedicine, and expanding in-network telemedicine providers, (Weigel & et al, Opportunities and Barriers for Telemedicine in the U.S. During the COVID-19 Emergency and Beyond, 2020)”

The pandemic has provided the incentive necessary for providers, payers, and the government to realize the potential of telemedicine. The unprecedented, accelerated expansion of telemedicine, although originally intended as a stopgap emergency response has proven its value to the industry for innovation and quality. “Rightly so, there are concerns “that safety and privacy
may be compromised by rapid deregulation, despite data, although limited, regarding good overall quality,” (Shachar & et al, 2020). The industry must maintain the impetus for change and the momentum for telemedicine, the industry will not be able to simply revert to pre-pandemic telemedicine regulations. “Neither can the US simply adopt the recent changes, because they lack the nuance to support clinicians while ensuring safety and privacy for patients,” (Shachar & et al, 2020). Ultimately new robust regulations, guidelines, and standards will need to be developed to address reimbursements of payers, patient safety, and quality of care. Even after COVID-19 has become completely endemic and the emergency waivers have ended telemedicine will remain a crucial part of providers' repertoire. The regulations and reimbursement structures may change, but telemedicine is now an undeniable part of healthcare delivery. Hospitals and their leadership must be prepared to develop a new core competency to support their providers as American healthcare continues into this new frontier.
3.0 The New Telemedicine Reality

“Telehealth’s big, shining moment will be remembered as 2020 when the pandemic precipitated a massive, unexpected shift in healthcare models,” (Cogan, 2021). In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the use of telehealth services has become an essential part of care delivery. The conversion from in-person care to using telehealth has been incredibly rapid. In less than two years the industry has gone from less than 10% utilization of telehealth pre-covid to 70% at the peak of the pandemic (Bilimoria & et al, 2021). Even as the pandemic begins to become endemic the new reality of telehealth being a well-utilized model of care is expected to continue (Henry, Telehealth is here to stay, but payment is key to future use, 2021). With this new model of care, a new understanding of how to support the patient experience must be developed.

The patient experience has routinely been thought of and curated from the perspective of in-person visits, from the patient interactions in the hospital to the décor. All of these factors have been carefully selected to cater to patient satisfaction and intentionally build a positive perception of the hospital and staff in the mind of the patient. This is achieved through training staff, targeted internal marketing, process design, art, architecture, or communication training. One tool often used by hospitals, is A.I.D.E.T. A.I.D.E.T stands for five communication behaviors, listed in Table 2, that are statistically shown to improve a patient's perception of their care, regardless of the clinical outcomes from their provider (Studor Group, 2019). There is also research that suggests that hospitals that invest in specific styles of architecture or interior design have seen improved patient experience scores due to the atmosphere created (Marshall, 2018).

Since the changes made by CMS in the 90s and early 2000s to encourage hospitals to see the patient experience as a quality measure tied to reimbursement, there has been tremendous
research and development in how to improve the patient experience (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2021). The research and investments by the industry have focused almost exclusively on the patient experience in a physical person context. This was acceptable in the past when telehealth contributed to a very small minority of patient interactions. Of that small portion of patient interactions even fewer were exclusively virtual. The pandemic created a reality where telemedicine quickly rose in usage and acceptance. This new care model does not have the same long-lived research or well-established best practices as can be found when addressing in-person patient interactions (Marshall, 2018). Even as the healthcare industry remakes itself, the importance of managing the patient experience remains. Hospitals have found themselves at the forefront of a new age in care delivery requiring new tools and core competencies to continue to maintain a high patient experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A.I.D.E.T Abbreviations</th>
<th>Behaviors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledge</td>
<td>Greeting the patient by name, with eye contact and a smile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acknowledge any family or friends in the room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce</td>
<td>Introduce yourself with your name, skill set, profession, and experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Provide an accurate time expectation for tests, team arrival, and next steps, when possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>Explain step-by-step with non-industry jargon on what the patient should expect, answer questions, and let the patient know how to contact you.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1 Barriers to Improving the Telehealth Patient Experience

The rapid emergence of telemedicine throughout the COVID-19 pandemic led to the high utilization of virtual services across all demographic groups. Over the same period, there has been a notable decrease in overall patient satisfaction and experience (J.D. Power, 2021). These negative experiences are not evenly distributed across patient demographic groups. Higher-risk patients who typically need higher levels of care are routinely reporting worse patient experiences since using telemedicine services. “Overall satisfaction is eighty-five points lower (on a 1,000-point scale) among patients with the lowest self-reported health status than among patients who consider themselves to be in excellent health. Similarly, healthier patients are more likely than less healthy patients to understand the information provided during the visit; say they receive clear explanations; perceive that their visits are highly personalized; and obtain high-quality diagnoses,” (J.D. Power, 2021). The newness of the services is a major barrier to maintaining positive patient experiences, especially for patients that report their health to be poor, requiring greater attention and care.

This distinction between patient populations and their experiences persists even as telemedicine is shown to provide similar patient outcomes to in-person care (Doyle & et al, 2012). The patient’s experience is driven by their perception and that perception of care must be managed. Even with similar outcomes, patients seen virtually seem to uniquely require a level of assurance
that their provider is as invested in their care as if they came into the office physically. Often patients who leave their virtual visit with a comprehensive and detailed action plan or prescription rate their virtual care higher than patients without (Martinez, Rood, & et al, 2018). This trend does not appear when patients visit a provider’s office physically (Doyle & et al, 2012). Even as patients demand telemedicine services, they require assurances that their care is not being limited by the less formal model. The reassurance of the familiar office setting coupled with the well-practiced steps of a doctor’s visit provides a sense of security and trust in patients, which will need to be regained in the virtual setting to support the patient experience. The patients’ demand for the services will not be enough to maintain a positive perception of their care.

Another barrier to providing a successful patient experience to all patients in the virtual setting is the lack of broad access to the necessary technology. Almost 7% of Americans live in areas without access to broadband or high-speed internet services (Federal Communication Commission, 2022). This lack of access is primarily concentrated in rural areas, where the low population density makes it cost-prohibitive for commercial broadband providers to install the necessary infrastructure. There are programs sponsored by the government to rectify this digital divide, but the installation of the necessary infrastructure will be slow (Federal Communication Commission, 2022). Even in urban areas that typically have the infrastructure for high-speed internet, there is a substantial portion of the population that does not have reliable access to the internet. This is irrespective of whether their community has the necessary infrastructure to provide the internet. Inaccurate internet coverage maps make it difficult to know precisely how many urban homes are without internet, but Census Bureau surveys found that there are three times as many households in urban areas disconnected from high-speed internet than in rural areas (Levin & Downes, 2019). This is despite living in areas where the commercial resources to provide the
service are available. Patients from these disconnected regions tend to be high care utilizers due to socioeconomic factors and negative social health determinants. These high service utilizers, arguably, stand to benefit the most from convenient and rapid access to patient care. Nonetheless, they do not have the technology, funds, digital literacy, or at times even the desire to participate in the “internet society,” (Levin & Downes, 2019).

Table 2: Physician Reported Barriers to Patients Accessing Telemedicine Services (Drees, 2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Percent of Survey Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of access to technology</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of digital literacy</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of access to broadband</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preference for an in-person visit</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of access to data</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of awareness of telehealth offerings</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of awareness of insurance coverage for telehealth</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of any health insurance</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All the above</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown barriers</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Best Practices

Although the industry is still relatively in its infancy in its widespread use of telehealth, several best practices have been found to be effective throughout the pandemic. These best practices emerged specifically in ‘at home’ telehealth formats, when patients attend appointments virtually, from their home, instead of in a formal hospital or healthcare facility. This new type of care delivery is often known as direct-to-patient, direct-to-consumer, or on-demand care (Health Resources & Services Administration, 2022). The primary driver of patient experience in the telehealth setting is how the provider and their team coordinate their workflow (J.D. Power, 2021). The patient’s experience is primarily impacted by the office’s ability to coordinate their pre-visit, the visit itself, and any post-visit follow-ups (Health Resources & Services Administration, 2022). This has meant developing virtual waiting rooms, using auto technologies or staff to electronically send the paperwork that may have previously been completed in the office, or even educating patients on how the visit may differ from their typical office visit (American Hospital Association, 2020). This reevaluation and digitalization of the office visit have required care providers to reimagine the patient visit and develop strategies to make it as seamless as possible. Providers have invested heavily in retooling this process, but the innovations and best practices to make the experience as seamless as in-person visits are still being developed.

Offices must also consider how they develop these workflows to best maximize the productivity of their staff. As the pandemic becomes increasingly endemic and some return to in-office visits, telehealth visits remain a very well-used service (Lo & et al, 2022). Front line leaders have had to develop new strategies and tools to best allow dual workflows in their clinics. These strategies and tools have had to determine how best to serve and maintain the experience of those in the office as well as those visiting the office virtually. The office visit has had generations to be
reconfigured and improved upon. For hospitals and their teams to meet demand, they will need to develop this new competency much more rapidly.
4.0 Case Study: Kaiser Permanente’s Model of Excellence

Several organizations have managed to excel in the new telemedicine environment but Kaiser Permanente, commonly just referred to as Kaiser, has uniquely innovated its telemedicine systems to support their patients’ experiences. Founded in 1945, Kaiser Permanente is recognized as one of America’s leading health care providers and nonprofit health plans. The system serves 12.5 million members across eight states and the District of Columbia (Kaiser Permanente, 2022). Their excellence in care is nationally recognized. Kaiser is uniquely positioned to improve and innovate to meet their patient expectations and support positive experiences. Kaiser is a completely integrated closed network insurance company and medical care delivery group. Kaiser is routinely recognized as a national leader in Patient Experience. The National Committee for Quality Assurance has rated six of Kaiser’s health plans with the rare maximum score of 5 stars and none of their plans has received less than four stars. Less than 2% of the 1,000 plans rated, including Medicare and Medicaid, received a five-star rating in 2021 (Kaiser Permanente, 2022).

4.1 Kaiser’s Approach to the Patient Experience

Most hospitals do try, to varying degrees, to consider and invest in their patient experience but Kaiser routinely excels at this. Even before the pandemic and outside of the telemedicine encounters Kaiser’s culture centers around the patient experience. The organization has dedicated multiple practices as locations to experiment with different patient experience-enhancing tactics. This stretches from the check-in process to even the aesthetics of the waiting room. This is even
further exemplified in the changes they have made to the physical exam room. Kaiser’s Chairman and CEO Bernard J. Tyson commented the rooms now have “leather chair[s] slap bang in the middle of the room, where everything quite literally revolves around the patient. These chairs are indeed a far cry from the standard, paper-covered tables – upon which patients are required to perch awkwardly and even embarrassedly during examination – that have been the mainstay of hospitals historically. But at Kaiser health hubs, patients can now sit eye-to-eye with their physician, who can use a wall-mounted touchscreen to summon lab results, X-rays, and video consultations with specialists. The docs can even send prescriptions to the on-site pharmacies using a tablet,” illustrated in Figure 3 (Kaiser Permanente, 2021). Kaiser’s dedicated test practices act as laboratories for a design-driven approach to medicine, putting patient experience at the very center of all activities. Kaiser also takes cues from other industries and the elements that they use to influence their customer experience. This innovative patient-centered approach has led to various innovations, designs, and workflow initiatives all fine-tuned in these testing locations before rolling out across the system, (Kaiser Permanente, 2022). Kaiser also launched the Care Management Institute to collect data, best practices, and expertise to continually improve the patient’s care and experience. The institute is dedicated to using analytics to examine trends across the system. This allows for a centralized, intentional, and data-driven approach to the patient experience (Kaiser Permanente, Care Management Institute, 2022).
4.2 Kaiser’s Approach to Telemedicine

Utilizing telemedicine to advance patient care and experience has long been a part of Kaiser’s ethos, even before the pandemic. Kaiser often serves as a trend leader in the industry, willing to risk trying new methods and take advantage of new technologies. Kaiser launched their patient-facing app in 2011, providing patients with a mobile integrated personal health record optimized for mobile devices. In 2008, Kaiser was one of the first organizations to pilot text reminders for patient appointments (Doulan, 2011). These were early precursors to a wide array of mobile applications dedicated to patient convenience and enhancing care coordination. In today’s modern practice, these are mundane initiatives but, in the early 2000s, these were considered novel and unique approaches to connecting with patients; the first instances of telemedicine in the modern era.
In more recent years, Kaiser has developed a host of telemedicine offerings to serve their patients. The options are elegantly designed to support patients with varying degrees of need and digital literacy. Several of their options are available across multiple device platforms and points of contact. These resources range from the now quintessential video appointment with a provider to the 24/7 virtual urgent care (Kaiser Permanente, 2022). Kaiser also offers the asynchronous ‘E-Visit’ where a patient can fill out a short questionnaire to receive immediate self-care advice with a follow-up from a clinician in a few hours. To support those with less health literacy or no access to high-speed connected video devices a 24/7 call line (Kaiser Permanente, 2022). This phone-based service offers patients a resource to connect with clinicians immediately at any time by phone offering both health advice and support to get further care. Several of these services were available before the pandemic putting Kaiser ahead of their peers when the pandemic came.

A large part of Kaiser’s success is the organization now reaping the benefits of early adoption, innovation, and investment into telemedicine. In contrast to other organizations, Kaiser has developed their service platforms rather than relying on third-party or newly built systems. This has allowed them to leap further ahead in what they can offer patients and utilize their findings to tweak and adapt to patient preferences. This not only allows them to meet the expectations of patients but to manage their perception of care – their experience. Kaiser’s integration of telemedicine into their care delivery has allowed telemedicine to become a seamless part of the patient’s care continuum rather than simply a stop-gap emergency response to the pandemic as with other systems.
5.0 Conclusion & Recommendations

The COVID-19 pandemic acted as a catalyst that finally encouraged the use and expansion of telemedicine. Although the concept of using telecommunication methods to deliver care was first introduced generations ago, it took the pandemic to bring it into the modern lexicon and practice. Patients, providers, and even payers have had the opportunity to experience telemedicine on a grand scale and have come to appreciate the convenience and quality care that telemedicine offers. As health systems invest in their telemedicine services, providers will need to consider the experience that they are providing their patients in this new virtual format. The patient experience has become a critical component of measuring the quality of a patient’s care. As payers, both commercial and government-based, move away from the traditional fee-for-service to a value-based payment structure, the importance of the patient experience will continue to grow. This presents a challenge to systems, as they have had decades to learn and adjust their in-person care strategies to enhance and improve the patient experience. This is not the case with the rapidly expanding telemedicine services which as the demand for grows, will not offer providers the same grace period.

This new virtual care environment will force providers to reconsider their approach to care delivery and how it is perceived by patients. To positively drive the patient experience providers will have to discover and cater to the new perceptions and expectations that patients will have in through telemedical means. The newness of telemedicine encounters offers industry leaders few best practices but what has been found so far caters around: caring for the patient as a continuum rather than episodically, creating seamless workflows to ensure the patients' convenience, and providing multiple avenues for the patient to receive and control their care. These practices provide
an early framework for what systems will need to meet the demand for telemedicine and better experiences. Kaiser Permanente offers an outlook on what excellent patient-centered virtual care may look like offer an example. Their innovation and investments into virtual care highlight their system as a leader in virtual care delivery – even before the pandemic. As the pandemic begins to wane, a new and persistent challenge remains for providers, to meet the demand for telemedicine while building the necessary strategies to understand and cater to patients’ perceptions to enhance their overall personal healthcare experience.
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